Topological entropy was introduced as an invariant of topological conjugacy and also as an analogue of measure theoretic entropy. Topological entropy for one parameter flows on a compact metric spaces is defined by Bowen. General statements are proved about this entropy, but it is not easy to calculate the topological entropy, and to show it is invariant under conjugacy. For all this I would like to try to pose a new direction and study a definition for the topological entropy that involves handling the technical difficulties that arise from allowing reparametrizations of orbits. Some well-known results are proved as well using this definition. These results enable us to prove some results which seem difficult to prove using Bowen's definition. Also we show here that this definition is equivalent to Bowen's definition for any flow without fixed points on a compact metric space. Finally, it is shown that the topological entropy of an expansive flow can be defined globally on a local cross sections.
Introduction
Topological entropy was introduced as an invariant of topological conjugacy and also as an analogue of measure theoretic entropy. Topological entropy for one parameter flows on compact metric spaces is defined by Bowen in [1, 2] . General statements are proved about this entropy, but it is not easy to calculate the topological entropy, and to show it is invariant under conjugacy. For all this I would like to try to pose a new direction and study a definition for the topological entropy that involves handling the technical difficulties that arise from allowing reparametrizations of orbits and to clarify some results which are stated in the literature without proof. This definition has been introduced in [13] . Thus we consider the first part of this work as a continuation of [13] . In §2 an illustrative example is given. In §3 we prove that this definition is equivalent to Bowen's definition for any flow without fixed points on a compact metric space (i.e., we prove the conjecture raised in [13] ). In §5 we investigate an important question of whether the topological entropy can by defined globally on local cross sections. Theorem 34 in §5 is a general result in this direction.
Preparatory definitions and lemmas
In this paper we assume that the spaces are compact metric spaces unless otherwise stated, and (X, cp) denotes a continuous real flow cp on a compact metric space X (i.e., cp: X x R -> R is continuous and <p(x, t + s) = <p(tp(x, t), s) ). Let cpt denote the homeomorphism of X defined by cptx = cp(x, t).
We now review the definition of topological entropy given in [1, 3] . For E, F C X we say that E (t, âfspans F (with respect to cp ), if for every x e F there is an e e E so that d(cpse, cpsx) < ô for all 0 < s < t. Let rt(F, S) = rt(F, ô, cp) denote the minimum cardinality of a set which (t, S)-spans F. If F is compact, then continuity of cp guarantees rfF, ô) < oo. We define h(cp\F, S) = limsup-logz-;(.F, ô).
t-too t Notice that h(tp\F, S) increases as S decreases. Finally we let h(cp\F) = lims^0 h(tp\F, a). Wedenote h(tp\X, ô) and h(cp\X) by h(cp, S) and h(cp)
respectively.
In fact the topological entropy of a flow (X, tp) equals the topological entropy of the homeomorphism cpx , and more generally h(cpf = \t\ ■ h(tpx). For more details see [1] .
Let / be any interval of real numbers containing the origin. A reparametrization of / is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism (increasing) from / onto its image fixing the origin. Define Rep(J) and Rep(i?) to be the sets of all reparametrizations of / and R respectively.
Lemma 1 (cf. [5, Lemma 2] ). Let (X, cp) be a flow with no fixed points. Then 3T0 > 0 such that if 0 < t < T0, there is a y > 0 such that d(cptx, x) > y for any x e X. Lemma 2 (cf. [13, Lemma 1.2] ). Let (X, cp) be a flow with no fixed points. Then VA > 0, 3e > 0 such that if x, y e X, I is a closed interval containing the origin, and a e Rep(7) with d(tpa{s)x, cpsy) <e for all s el, then \a(s)-s\ < X for all \s\ < 1 z'zz / and \a(s) -s\< \s\k for all \s\ > 1 z>z /.
Let (X, cp) be a flow and let e > 0. For x e X and y > e define U(t,x,y) = {yeX: d(cpa(s)y, cpsx) < y for some a e Rep(iî) and all 0 < s < t}.
Let V(t,x,e) = Ç)U(t,x,y).
Proposition 3 (cf. [13, Proposition 1] ). Let (X, cp) be a flow without fixed points. Then for small e>0, TJ(t, x, e) is a closed subset of X for every x e X and t>0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Definition 4. A flow (X, tp) is said to be strongly h-expansive if there is an £ > 0 called the h-expansive constant, so that for every x e X, the set Çe(x) = f|f>o U(t, x, e) has zero topological entropy (i.e., h(cp, £,fx)) = 0 ).
Let (X, cp) be any flow. For E, F ç X and ô > 0 we say that E (t, ô)-weakly spans F (with respect to cp), if for each x e F, there is e e E and a e Rep(iv) such that d(cp.s)x, cpse) <S for all 0 < s < t.
Let RfF, 3) = Rt(F, ô, tp) denote the smallest cardinality of any (/, ô)-weakly spanning set for F. Compactness of F guarantees RfF, Ô) < co.
Define H(cp\F, Ô) = lim sup \ logRt(F, S).
t->oo t
Notice that H(tp\F,ô) increases as Ö decreases. Let
Wedenote H(tp\X, ô) and H(tp\X) by H(tp, ô) and H(cp) respectively [13] .
Note that H(cp) < h(cp).
Theorem 5 (cf. [13, Theorem A] ). If (X, cp) is a strongly h-expansive flow without fixed points, then H(cp) = h(cp).
Definition 6 [5] . We say that a flow (X, cp) is expansive if VA > 0, 3e > 0 with the property that if d(cpsx, <pa,s)y) < e for all s e R, for a pair of points x, y e X, and a continuous map a: R -► R with a(0) = 0, then y = tpsx , where |s| < A.
This definition is clearly independent of the metric. Smales's Axiom A flows are also expansive when restricted to their nonwandering sets. For the definition of Axiom A flows and for more details see [2, 12] .
Lemma 7 (cf. [5, Lemma 1] ). If (X, tp) is an expansive flow, then each fixed point is an isolated point of X.
This reduces the study of expansive flows to those without fixed points.
Proposition 8 (cf. [13, Proposition 4] ). Every expansive flow (X, tp) is strongly h-expansive.
Example
In Proposition 3 we saw that U(t, x, e) = f}y>E U(t, x, y) is a closed subset of X. The following example shows that U(t, x, y) is not necessarily a closed subset of X. Figure (a) ). Assume a is any reparametrization of the orbit of y and that cp,s ,y = yx , for some Sj with 0 < sx < t. In order to keep (pa,s)(y) and cpsx within distance y for all 0 < s < t, tps x must be to the' right of x (as shown in Figure (a) ). Suppose further that <p,s ,y = y2 for some s2 necessarily greater than sx . Then cps x is also to the right of Ac. This means that d(fsx, <Pa(h)y) > y ■ Thus y <£ U(t,x,y).
We describe a sequence {yf} such that lrm"_00.v" = y and yn is in U(t, x, y), for all zz. This construction shows that U(t, x, y) is not closed. Figure (b) illustrates one of the sequences {yn} and its orbits. Let {en} be a sequence of real numbers such that en -> 0, respectively. Define the orbit of yn so that the points of z, and z2 are within the interior of N (cpR x) (as shown in Figure (b) ). Choose parameter values sx, s2 > 0 with sx < s2 so that cp x = r, is between x and cp" x, cpx = r7 is to the right of cp x, and at the same time d(rx, z,) < y and d(r2, zf) < y. Then a reparametrization a can be assigned so that diVsx » Pa'syV) < y for all 0 < 5 < r.
Thus yn e U(t, x, y) for all zz.
Topological entropy
In this section we will prove our conjecture raised in [13] . In [13] we investigated topological entropies of mutually conjugate expansive flows. As an application of Theorem 10 one can generalize these results to any mutually conjugate flows without fixed points but free of expansiveness. See Theorem B, Corollary 1, and Corollary 2 in [13] .
Let (X, cp) be a flow. First we define the following: For E, F ç X and e > 0 we say that E (t, eftraces F (with respect to tp ) if for each x e F, there exist e e E and a e Rep(i?) such that d(cpsx, (pa^e) < e for all 0 < s < t.
Let Tt(F, e) denote the minimum cardinality of a set which (t, e)-traces F. We define T(cp\F, e) ^limsup-logr^F, e).
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The following lemma shows that this limit exists. Notice that T(cp\F, e) increases as e decreases. Let T(cp\F) = linv,^ T(cp\F, e). Wedenote T(cp\X, e)
by T(tp,e) and T(cp\X) by T(tp). Note that T(cp) < h(cp). The following lemma shows that this definition T(cp) is equivalent to H(cp). From now on it is easier to deal with the definition of T(cp) rather than H(cp).
Lemma 11. Let (X, cp) be a flow without fixed points.
(i) For all A > 0, there exists e > 0 such that T,x_l)t(X, S) < R,(X, S) and R{x_X)t(X, ô) < TfX, S) hold for all small enough Ô, 0 < ô < e.
(ii) For ex<e2, T(cp, ef) < T(cp, e,). Proof. Take e > 0 satisfying Lemma 2. Given 0 < ô < e, and suppose E is a (t, Ô)-weakly spanning set of X. Thus for every x e X, there exist e e E and a e Rep(i?) such that diVa(s)x ' ^ie) -^ for all 0 < 5 < z:.
Take u = a(s). Thus we have d(tpux, 9a-\u)e) < ¿ for all 0 < a(s) < a(t).
Lemma 2 implies that d(cpux, <pa-hu)e) < ô for all 0 < zz < (1 -k)t.
This means that E is a ((1 -X)t, <5)-tracing set of X. Hence T,x_X)t(X, S) < Rt(X, Ô). Similarly we show that R{X_X)t(X, ô) < TfX, Ô). This finishes (i).
(ii) is obvious.
The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 11.
Lemma 12. Let (X, cp) be a flow without fixed points. Then VA > 0, 3e > 0 such that (i) (I -À)T(tp, e) < H(tp, e) and (1 -X)H(cp, e) < T(cp, e),
(ii) (1 -X)Tfcp, s) < Hftp, e) and (1 -X)H,(cp, e) < Tftp, e), where
Tftp,e) = lim inf -log T(X, e), Proof. Fix e e X. Given an interval / containing 0 and ô > 0 and' 0 < e < d/3, we shall say that a 6 Rep (7) is e-good if there is x e X with d(cpsx, (pa(s)e) <e for all 5 e I.
Choose 6 > 0 so that d(cpsz, z) < 3/3 whenever z e X and \s\ < 6. Given x > 0, it is clear from Lemma 2 that we can choose e > 0 small enough so that if / is any interval containing 0 and a e Rep (7) 
<6/2 + 6/2 = 6, and so d(cpa(s)e, <Pß{sf) <ô/3 for 0 < s < t. Now suppose that x, y e X and there are a, ß e Rep([0, t]) such that d(tpsx, <pa,sf) < e and d(tpsy, <Pa,s)e) < e for 0 < s < t and a and ß have the same associated sequence. Then for 0 < s < t, It is clear from the above that the set of chosen points (t, ¿)-spans the set of points (t, e)-traced by {e} . Observe that the integer sequence associated with an e-good reparametrization has the property that consecutive terms differ by at most 1 and that the initial term is 0. Hence there are at most ■j[*/T]+l < j ji/T such sequences. This means that the set of points (t, e)-tracedby {e} is (t,ô)-spanned by a set with at most 3.3'/T elements. Thus one can begin with a (t, e)-tracing set of cardinality Tt(X, e), replace each element by at most 3.3''T elements and obtain a (t, ¿)-spanning set W with cardW < 3.3thTt(X,e).
Hence j log r((X, e) < j log 3 + i log 3 + j log r/X, ¿)
and so h(cp,ô)<-log3 + T(cp,e)<-log3 + T(tp).
X X This is true for arbitrarily large x and arbitrarily small ô . Thus h(cp) < T(cp). Since h(cp) > T(cp) is obvious, one has h(cp) = T(cp) and the proof is finished.
Expansive flows
Let (X, cp) be a strongly zz-expansive flow without fixed points. Then by Theorem 5 and Corollary 13 we have h(cp) = lim lim sup-log TAX, e).
£-»0 /-too t
In [3] Bowen has shown that if (X, tp) is an expansive flow, then for small e > 0 we have -logrfX, e) ^ h(tp) as t -» co. In Proposition 14 we showed that h(cp) = T(cp), but it is not yet known whether (l/t)logTt(X, e) converges to h(cp) for small e > 0. Theorem 22 is a result in this direction.
Lemma 15. (X, cp) is an expansive flow if and only if VA > 0, 3e > 0 with the property that Ve0 > 0, 3T > 0 such that for every x, y e X and a e Rep(R) if ¿iVa^y ' ?tx) -e f°r aM \l\ -T' t^ien di9ry, x) < e0 for some r e [-X, A].
Proof. Splice together Lemma 9 in [14] and Theorem 3(h) in [5] . Proof. Given X > 0, choose e > 0 satisfying Lemma 17. Now for any e0 > 0 we can choose zz sufficiently large so that 0 < t/n < T0/3 and d(x, cpux) < e0/2 for all 0 < u < t/n and for all xeX. Choose e^ with 0 < e'0 < e0/2 and t > 0 satisfying Lemma 18 with respect to t/n (i. It is obvious that h is an increasing homeomorphism from [0, t] onto its image and can be extended to h e Rep(R). Now for 5 e [it/n, (i + l)t/n], there exists s' e [it/n, (i + l)t/n] with h(s) = ß(s'). Hence di<Psx > Phis/) = di(Psx > Vßd'/) ^ di<Psx > <Ps,x) + di<ps' »x > 'Pß(s')y') < d(tps_s,cps,x, tps,x) + d(tps,x, 9ßts')y) < V2 + e'0<e0.
This finishes the proof.
Proposition 20. Let (X, tp) be an expansive flow. Then 3e > 0 such that T(cp) = T(cp, e) and T9(tp) = T(cp, e).
Proof. Given A > 0, choose e > 0 satisfying Lemma 19 with respect to A. For any e0 > 0, there exists T > 0 also satisfying Lemma 19. Suppose E is a (2T + t, e)-tracing set of X (i.e., Vxsl, 3y e E and 3a e Rep(R) such that d(cpa(s)y, cpsx) < e for all 0 <s <2T + t). Take u = s-T and therefore di(Pa(u+T)y. <Pu+tx) ^e for all -T<u<T + t.
Hence di<Pa(u+T)-a(T)<Pa(T)y ' WtX) ^£ for all -T < U < T + t. Let ß(u) = a(u + T)-a(T). Then ß e Rep(R) and di(Pß(U)<Pa(T)y ' <PU9TX
) ^ e for all -r < « < r + /. 
Using Lemma 19, there exists y e tp[_x X]<pa(T)y and h e Rep

It is obvious that E is a (t, e0)-spanning set of {<pvy: v e[(l -X)T -X, (I + X)T + X]}
whose cardinality < n + 1 . Let W = \Jy&E E . Then card(lF) < (n + 1) cardLE).
To show that W is a (t, 2e0)-tracing set of X, let x e X and take <p_Tx. Then since E is a (2T + t, e)-tracing set of X, there exist y e E and a e Rep(i?) so that di(l>a(s)y ' fs'P-T^ -e for all 0 < 5 < 2T + í. By taking u = s -T we have di<Pa(u+t)y ' <Pux) ^e for aii -r < 5 < r + r.
Hence di<Pa(u+t)-a(T)<Pa(T)y > <PUX) ^ fi fa all -T < S < T + t.
Lemma 19 implies that there exist y e tpy_x xfPa,T^y and h e Rep(R) so that di<Ph(u)y' ' f>ux) ^ eo for all 0 < « < Z.
Since y'e{tpvy:ve[(l-X)T-X,(l+X)T + X]}
by Lemma 2, it follows that there exists w e E with dil>h(u)y > <Ph(u)w) ^ eo for all ueR.
The triangle inequality implies that d(cph,u)w, cpux) < 2e0 for all 0 < u < t.
This shows that W isa (t, 2e0)-tracing set of X. This means that T(cp, 2e0) < T(cp, e) and Tfcp, 2e0) < Tftp, e) for any e0 > 0. Thus T(cp) = T(cp, e) and "(íO = T^(q>, e), and the proof is finished. 
TM-
Proof. It is easy to adapt the proof of Proposition 5 and Theorem A in [13] to show that (1 -X)h(cp) < liminf-logcard(.E) = HAcp, e).
5-»OO J
Lemma 12 implies that (1 -X)Hfcp, e) < Tt(tp, e). Thus, (1 -A) h(cp) < Tfcp, e). But Tfcp, e) < T(tp, e) < T(tp) < h(cp). Therefore, T(cp,e)-Tftp,e)< 2Xh(cp) -X2h(cp) < y.
As y -► 0 we have T(cp) = Tt(tp).
Combining this proposition with Corollary 13 and Proposition 20, we have Theorem 22. If (X, cp) is an expansive flow, then 3e > 0 such that h(cp) = lim -logTAX, e).
t-»oo t
Note that this theorem sharpens Bowen's result from [3] .
Global entropy
In this section we would like to answer an important question whether the topological entropy can be defined globally on local cross sections (i.e., whether the present can tell us about the past and the future).
Let (X ,-cp) be a flow without fixed points. S ç X is called a local cross section of time ¡A, > 0 if S is a closed subset of X and Sn f._* ,.x = {x} for all x e S. If S is a cross section of time £, then cp,^ S]S and S x [-£, £] are homemorphic. By the interior S* of S we mean the set S n int(ç\ « "S). Note that cp,_£ £,S* is open in X for every 0 < e < ¿;. A theorem of Whitney [16] , asserts that for each x e X there is a local cross section Sx of time vx with x € S*. For more details see also [5] .
Lemma 23 (cf. [5, Lemma 7] ). Let (X, cp) be a flow without fixed points. Then there is a f > 0 such that for each a > 0 we can find a finite family S = {Sx, S2, ... , Sm} of pairwise local cross sections of time <* and diameter at most a so that m X = <P{_a,0]S+ = <Pl0,a]S+. where S+= \J S¡. ¡=i Take a < Ç/3 in the above lemma and let ß be the minimum time distance between sections of S, i.e., ß = sup{ô > 0: Vx € S+ we have cp(Q S)x n S+ = 0}. Note that 0 < ß < a. Take p > 0 with 0 < p < ß/2, p < TJ2, and p < £/2.
For S e S let Dp = q>, .S and define a projection map n : Dp -*■ S by npix) = (pfx) where cpfx) e S and |i| < p . Since 2p < £, it follows that % is well defined, continuous, and onto S [10] . Keynes and Sears in [10] used the idea of local cross section and have shown that a flow supporting expansiveness must be finite dimensional.
From now on and as a standing hypothesis we assume that every flow (X, cp) with no fixed points has a fixed family S of local cross section satisfying Lemma 23 and the above argument.
We would like to raise the following:
Conjecture. If (X, cp) is an expansive flow, then there is a metric p compatible with the relative topology on S+ and there is X with 0 < X < 1 such that hi<p) = }im \logNp(Xl),
where N (X1) is the minimum cardinality of a X'-net of X.
Note that A^(A') = rQ(S+ , X') with respect to the metric p on S+ .
In this section we will use an adaptation of work by Reddy [ 11 ] to prove this conjecture under certain additional assumptions.
The following lemma can be proved also by using a similar argument to that used in Lemma 19. Proof. Given A > 0 with X < p , take e > 0 satisfying Lemma 24 with respect to A such that if x, y e S+ with d(x, y) < e, then x, y e S for some 5 e S. Given e0 > 0, take r > 0, with r < X and d(x, tpux) < eQ/2 for all \u\ < r and every x e X. By Lemma 16 take y > 0 with y < e0/2 so that d(x, tpux) < y for all u e [r, p]. Choose y > 0 with y < y/2 and satisfy the continuity of n with respect to y/2. Also let T satisfy Lemma 24 with respect to y and assume d(cpa(s)y, tpsx) < e for all -T -t < s < T + t., Again using triangle inequality we have di(Ph(s)y ' <Psx) ^ eo for all -/ < s < í, and the proof is finished.
Let (X, cp) be any flow. For E, F ç X and e > 0 we sat that E (retraces F (with respect to cp ) if each x e F, there exist e e E and a e Rep(R) such that di(Pa(S)e » <Psx) < e for all -1 < s < t.
Let TfX, e) be the smallest cardinality of any (TTë)-tracing set of X. Define T(cp, e) = lim sup -log Tt(X, s), t-»oo t and T(cp) = lim T(cp,e).
£-»0
The following lemma shows that these limits exist. We call T(cp) two-sided topological entropy.
Lemma 26. Let (X, cp) be a flow without fixed points. Then T(cp) = 2T(cp). Proof. Given A > 0, take e > 0 satisfying Lemma 2 with respect to A. Let E be any (2t, e)-tracing set of X. Thus for cp_tx e X, there exist e e E and a e Rep(iv) such that di(Pa(s)e' <Ps^'-tx) -e for all 0 < 5 < 2i. Let u = s -t. Then di<Pa{u+,)-a{t)<Pa{,)e > <Pux) Z e for all -í < M < í.
Thus, .
di(Pß(u)(P*(t)e ' f>ux) ^ e for all -í < m < í, where ß(u) = a(u +1) -a(t). By Lemma 2 we have a(t) e[(l-X)t, (l+X)t]. Fix r > 0 sufficiently small such that d(cpux, x) < e for all x e X and for all \u\ < r. Now for every e e E we consider the set
where zz is a positive integer with 2Xt < nr < 2Xt + 1. Take W = UeeE Ee. Thus W is a (t, 2e)-tracing set of X and card(W)< (zî-r-l)card(£).
Hence card(W) < ((2Xt+l)/r+l)card(E), and j logcardtH7) < j log((2Ai + l)/r + 1) + -logcard(£).
This means that T(cp, 2e) < 2T(cp, e). Using a similar argument we can show that 2T(cp, 2e) < T(cp, e), and the proof is finished. This means that W is a (t -r, 2e)-tracing set of X with cardilF) < (rt+l)card(£).
This implies that T(cp) < T(cp\F). But we know that T(cp\F) < T(cp). Therefore T(cp) = T(cp\F) and the proof of (ii) is finished.
The proof of (i) and (iii) is similar to the above and is an easy exercise for the reader.
Using Lemma 27 with (ii) and (iii) we have T(cp\F) = T(cp) = 2T(tp) = 2T(cp\F). This finishes (iv).
Definition 29. We say that a flow (X, tp) is a uniformly expansive if (X, cp) is expansive with the property that there are r, e > 0 such that if x, y e X, [Tx, T2] is an interval containing zero, and a e Rep(R) with di<pa{s)x. <psy) -e for a11 T\ -s -T2 ' then \a(s) -s\<r for all Tx < s < T2.
Axiom A flows satisfy Definition 29 because Lemma 3.2 in [7] and Proposition 1.6 in [2] show that they satisfy an even stronger property. By Definition 29 we have \h¡(s) -s\ < r and \ßfs) -s\ < r for all ¿=1,2,3
and for all -nT-2r < s < nT + 2r. Thus replacing h2(s) by s in (i) we have di^>h¡h2(s)x^h2(s)a)^eo fora11 -nT-r<h2(s)<nT + r.
The triangle inequality and (ii) imply d(cph h ^x, cpsb) < 2e0 for all -nT-r<s<nT + r.
Again by replacing hfs) by 5 we have ¿(Pa.VjM*' **,(*)*) -2eo for all -zzr < 5 < zzT.
The triangle inequality and (iii) imply dicph,sX, cpsy) < 3e0 for all -nT < s < nT, where h = hxh2hi. Similarly we can show that d(tpß,s)y, cpsx) < 3e0 for all -nT < s < nT, where ß = ß3ß2ßx . But 3e0 < e . Thus (x, y) e Vn and the proof is finished.
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma and the metrization lemma [9] .
Lemma 32. There is a metric p on S+ compatible with the relative topology of S+ such that N(A; l/2"+1) QVn<z N(A; 1/2") for n > 1.
Now consider the flow \p on X defined by y/s{x) = <psT(x) for all x e X (i.e., y/x = cpT ). It is well known that tp is also uniformly expansive on X and h(¥) = Th(tp) [5, 1] .
Proposition 33. T(ip) = limt_oo(l/t)logNp((l/2)!).
Proof. Let E be any (n + r, e)-tracing set of S+ (i.e., for any x e S+ , there exist e e E and a e Rep(R) so that d(\p,s)e, \psx) < e for all -n -r < s < n + r). Thus d(y/ue, ¥a-\u\x) < e for all -n < s < n, where u = a(s). This means that (e, x) e Vn . Hence (e, x) e N(A; 1/2") and therefore Np((l/2)n) < Tn+x(S+ , e). This implies that lim 1-logNp((\Y) < Hm ]-logTn+x(S+,e)<T(ip\S+).
n-»oo n P \\¿J ) n-.oo n Now suppose F is a (l/2)"-net of S+ . This means that for every x e S+ , there exists e e F such that (x, e) e N(A; 1/2"). Thus (x, e) e Vn_x and therefore F is a (n -1, e)-tracing set of S . This implies that Tn_x(S , e) < Np((l/2)n) and T^+) = }™lñlo*T>>^s+>e) * Ä^logiv, ((î)") • Therefore Using Lemma 28(iii) we are done.
Theorem 34. 3A with 0 < X < 1 such that h(cp) = lim-logN(X'). Theorem 34 is a key to define the topological entropy on foliations.
